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Recovery
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IT Managers always

Our Approach

understand the need for

Using a similar approach as we

redundancy and systems

would on projects of a much

recovery, however developing a

larger and complex nature, our

formal IT Disaster Recovery Plan
(DRP) for smaller organisations is
difficult for a variety of reasons. As
a result, many organisations are
often left inadequately protected

consultants complement and work
with your internal IT staff and

Services
IT Infrastructure Audit. We conduct
a review of your production
infrastructure and identifiy critical
server and network hardware and
associated software.

external IT providers, fast-tracking
the entire DRP process by assessing

from the impacts of an incident,

key risks and impacts and devel-

and if a disaster were to strike, the

oping a DRP plan for your IT infra-

extended time it would take to

structure.

IT Impact Analysis. We undertake
a workshop to determine your
organisation’s critical IT business
applications, dependencies and
their recovery priorities.

recover critical infrastructure may
have catastrophic results. At
OpsCentre we understand that
your business needs are as critical
as other larger companies and
that effective planning can be the
difference between a business

templates developed through our

OpsCentre’s IT DR QuickStart
consulting service has been
developed to help your
organisation overcome these
obstacles, so that you can
implement a DRP as quickly and

Technical Recovery Profiles. We
document a plan and procedures
for recovery and restoration of

providing your organisation with

business critical applications and

the same professional and high-

processes.
Deliverables are IT Infrastructure

expect as if we undertook a

Audit, IT Impact Analysis, an IT

bespoke assignment for you.

Disaster Recovery Plan and
Technical Recovery Profiles.

This fixed-fee / fixed-scope service
provides known project outcomes

For more information contact us
on 1300-BCPLAN or email us.

and can be completed within a
1-2 week period.
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Disaster Recovery Plan &

many years of DRP experience,

quality deliverables that you would

continuing or failing.

efficiently as possible.
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